Control Options: Switches

COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS

A Decorator Switches
For remote mounting, these switches promote an attractive installation for any of Powered Aire’s exposed or above the ceiling models.

B Variable Speed Selector Switch
Directly varies the speed of a Mini Power air curtain or turns the unit off. Can be used with 120 and 208/240 motors only.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS

C ON / OFF Selector Switch
Switches the air curtain on and off.

D • HIGH / OFF / LOW Selector Switch
Switches between the high and low speeds or turns the air curtain off.

• Heat ON / OFF Selector Switch
Turns the electric heat on and off while the fans are running, or when used in conjunction with a thermostat can disable the heat.

E • HIGH / OFF / LOW Selector Switch
Switches between the high and low speeds or turns the air curtain off.

• HAND / OFF / AUTO Selector Switch
Switches between the unit running constantly in the hand position, off, and auto, which only runs when the door switch is activated.

• Heat ON / OFF Selector Switch
Turns the electric heat on and off while the fans are running, or when used in conjunction with a thermostat can disable the heat.

POTENTIOMETER

F Eco-Motor™ Control
Varies the speed of the ECo-Motor from 50% to 100% for models ECE and ECC air curtains.

PROGRAMMABLE

G AutoPILOT™ Programmable Switch
Remote-mounted, user-friendly intelligent touchpad that is factory programmed to implement up to 12 functions and options that would normally require mechanical controls.